
2 Lecture - ENG101

Important Mcqs

1. What is pronunciation? a. The way we read words in a book b. The way we articulate the sounds of
words in spoken language c. The way we spell words in writing d. The way we understand the meaning of
words

Answer: b. The way we articulate the sounds of words in spoken language.

2. What is the primary reason why pronunciation is important? a. It can impact our ability to
communicate effectively b. It determines the meaning of words c. It affects our ability to read and write d.
It helps us to remember vocabulary

Answer: a. It can impact our ability to communicate effectively.

3. Can incorrect pronunciation lead to confusion and misunderstandings? a. Yes b. No

Answer: a. Yes.

4. What is the best way to improve the pronunciation? a. Read more books b. Watch more movies c.
Listen carefully to native speakers and practice regularly d. Memorize grammar rules

Answer: c. Listen carefully to native speakers and practice regularly.

5. Why is muscle memory important for pronunciation? a. It helps us to develop the physical ability to
articulate sounds accurately and consistently b. It helps us to remember vocabulary c. It helps us to
understand the meaning of words d. It helps us to read faster

Answer: a. It helps us to develop the physical ability to articulate sounds accurately and consistently.

6. Which English sounds are not present in other languages? a. The th sound in "the" and the r sound in
"red" b. The s sound in "snake" and the p sound in "pill" c. The b sound in "blue" and the d sound in
"dog" d. The m sound in "moon" and the n sound in "no"

Answer: a. The th sound in "the" and the r sound in "red".

7. Can pronunciation impact how we are perceived by others? a. Yes b. No

Answer: a. Yes.

8. What is the best way to mimic the intonation, stress, and rhythm of native speakers? a. Reading
books b. Watching TV shows c. Listening to music d. Practicing with a native speaker or language
teacher

Answer: d. Practicing with a native speaker or language teacher.



9. Is improving pronunciation something that can be achieved overnight? a. Yes b. No

Answer: b. No.

10. Can pronunciation be improved even if English is not a person's first language? a. Yes b. No

Answer: a. Yes.


